Sponsor a Chapter of the Fastest Growing Organization for Women in the Life Sciences

Women In Bio is a volunteer-based organization committed to promoting careers, leadership and entrepreneurship for women in the life sciences.

**WIB | REGIONAL CHAPTER SPONSORSHIPS**

To support women in the life sciences and market your company to industry leaders of today and tomorrow, become a Women In Bio Chapter Sponsor. WIB Chapter sponsorships offer the opportunity to support us on a smaller scale or in a focused region.

**WIB | OUR CHAPTERS**

Over the past two years, we have expanded from the Washington DC Metro area to 13 chapters in key national and international biotech hotbeds. WIB members include women at all career stages, from C-level executives and entrepreneurs to entry level graduates.

**WIB | 2020 CHAPTER SPECIFIC SPONSORSHIPS**

**LEADING**
- One exclusive event sponsorship: virtual or in-person
- Sponsor logo exposure on chapter website and chapter exclusive SocialLink
- Sponsor logo exposure on chapter social media platforms
- Verbal recognition at WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- Welcome remark opportunities at four WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- Four speaking opportunities at WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- Five sponsor promoted social media posts
- Six annual tickets to WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- 15 annual memberships

**SUPPORTING**
- Sponsor logo exposure on chapter website and chapter exclusive SocialLink
- Sponsor logo exposure on chapter social media platforms
- Verbal recognition at WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- Welcome remark opportunities at three WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- Two speaking opportunities at WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- Three sponsor promoted social media posts
- Four annual tickets to WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- Nine annual memberships

**COMMUNITY**
- Sponsor logo exposure on chapter website and chapter exclusive SocialLink
- Sponsor logo exposure on chapter social media platforms
- Verbal recognition at WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- Welcome remark opportunity at one WIB chapter event: virtual or in-person
- Two sponsor promoted social media posts
- Two annual tickets to WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- Five annual memberships

**EVENT SPONSOR**
- Sponsor logo exposure on chapter website and chapter exclusive SocialLink
- Sponsor logo exposure on chapter social media platforms
- Verbal recognition at sponsored WIB chapter event: virtual or in-person
- Welcome remark opportunity at sponsored WIB chapter event: virtual or in-person
- One sponsor promoted social media post
- One annual ticket to WIB chapter events: virtual or in-person
- Two annual memberships

Make a difference. Sponsor a WIB Chapter!

For more information about additional WIB chapter sponsorship opportunities, contact:
info@womeninbio.org
240-204-0719
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